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Abstract 

A technique lbl detecting sparwly located texts an cover pages ol hooks or magazmes tr presented In  this papal. The 
l u k  olsuch a textual scgmeot;itm ir very dimcult due to wide vanations in  the shape, sire, lonth and colors cn the 
documents However, the solution to this prohleni finda a wly ilselul applration in budding an antomnttc cntaiogmg 
systeni 

1. Introduction 

A document image analysis deals with the transfornation of images of pnnted and handwritten 
documents, including both graphics and tcxt into computer revisable forms. The decreasing cost 
of hardware and the increased Eacility of networking makes it a good idea to have lextual in- 
formation on the electronic medra in a computer-readable form. Several advantages OF such of a 
document image processing system include creation of full-text on-line fibs which would assist 
in the remote access of libraries and information transfer, atitomatic sorlhg of letters, automatic 
preparation of hyper texts from printed documents, etc. 

Analysis of scanned documents usually involves the following steps 

Preprocessing: It includes steps like acquiring the image from a scanner and skew detec- 
tion. Detection of the skew in the imagc of the scanned document and its rectification 
has been the focus of a large number of ". 
Segmentation: It involves the separation of text from non-textoal malter which may in- 
clude g~aphics, figures, tables etc. Several techniques, such as smearing4, profiliig5~6, 
have evolved to perform segmentation, especially for a binarized image of the document. 

Text Recognition: The textual p w  of the document has to he identified in terms of para- 
grdphs, sentences, words and finally individual characters. The detected characters are , 
then recognized using a number of inethod~'~~. One may also be interested in fmding and 
recognizing special logos in Ule text. It may be mentioned here that, very often, the text 
recognition and the task of text segmentation supplement cdch other as some isolated 
non-characters may be erroneously segmented as text. 
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e Understanding: The internal data structure need not merely describe geometric proper- 
ties and the meaning of words, it should possess knowledge about the topics being ad- 
dressed in the document page. One may also be interested in understanding the lay-out 
used in the do~ument'.~.'~. Further, the relevance of graphics in the document needs to be 
understood. 

In this paper, we deal with a very specific problem in document image processing: Given a 
scanned image of the cover pant) page of any arbitraq book or magazine or report, we would 
like to detect its textual contents. This has a great deal of applications in designing an auto- 
mated library cataloging system. 

The task of textual segmentation of images of internal pages of a book is quite simple com- 
pared to that of the cover page due to the following reasons: 

4 There is a good amount of tonal variations on the cover page and hence it must be digit- 
ized to 256 grey levels, unlike normal documents which are binary in nature. 
Cover pages invariably include a variety of art works which may often make the reading 
very difficult. Presentation of textual matters, although quite sparse in nature, varies in 
shape, size, style, fonts and shading. In the same cover, the size of the font may vary 
dramatically from being very huge to tiny. 

I A cover designer prefers to embed the text within a graphics region. This poses a diffi- 
cult problem for text detection. 

A technique has been proposed by Zhong et al." for the textual segmentation of color im- 
ages for similar purposes. The technique hinges around the observation that the spatial varia- 
tion, computed using a sufficiently long horizontal window, has higher values in textual region 
than in non-textual region. The spatial variance over a running window of the input image is 
generated and the Canny edge detector is applied; the resulting edges are suitably paired giving 
rise to hounding boxes indicating textual regions. Initially, the color image is used to obtain a 
color histogram in which neighboring peaks are merged together. The color of text within each 
box is determined and the text components extending beyond a bounding box is incorporated to 
complete the segmentation process. 

However their approach fails to yield acceptable results if a word contains differently 
shaded ( or colored ) characters or if the variation in font size is quite large in the same docu- 
ment. The method that we propose here yields better results under these circumstances. Further, 
we note that the color of the font is redundant as far as the information content of the text is 
concerned, although it may be aesthetically more convincing. Hence we discard the color in- 
formation to save computation, and scan the document in black and white. 

The organization of the paper is as follows, section 2 discusses the proposed method and 
section 3 has a few typical results and a discussion of these results. Section 4 concludes the 
paper. 

2. The proposed method 

Observations on gray images of a large number of cover pages reveal that a distinctive feature 
of text on covers is that related pieces of text are generally of the same color and intensity im- 
plying that they will correspond to a particular gray value. Also there is usually a contrast in 
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Small Threshold Snrsar 

I 

gray values of text and its iinmediate surroundings. One may, of caul-se, cite some pathological 
examples. 

The assumptions succinctly used in this study are: 

Related pieces ol'text are of the same color and intensity, i.e., similar gray levels in the 
scanned image. 

* There is a conhast in the gray value of text and its immediate surroondings. 

Text is nearly horizontal. - The s i ~ e  of text portions exceeds a minimum preset value. T h s  may sesolt in isolated al- 
phabets being discarded. 

The various steps in the proposed method, depicted m the flow chart given in Fig. 1, are 
elucidated below. 

2.1. Multi-level qurmtization & Multi-Plune Split 

The scanned image contains several gray levels. Evcn within a region that appears uniform 
visually, the gray-values vary within some limits about the mean. In this step of multi-level 
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quantization a histogram of all pixel values with a strength above a minimum threshold ( 0.5\% 
of the image size) are chosen. All peaks which are close to each other are merged, the measure 
of closeness being given in terms of difference in gray levels. The neighboring peaks are 
merged if the difference is less than 20-25 gray levels. The process of merging starts by select- 
ing two closest peaks in the histogram and these adjacent gray levels are combined to have a 
single gray level having a population strength equal to the sum of the two populations and the 
resultant gray value being a weighted mean of the two gray values. This procedure is repeated 
on the resultant histogram until no two peaks are closer than the minimum threshold. Typically 
the resultant number of quantizations (N) is between 4 to 8. The given gray image is now split 
into N such quantized planes, each being represented by the corresponding bit map. 

2.2. Small threshold smearing 

It was observed that images like those of a face and other gradually varying graphics, often ap- 
pear as sets of granular points which are closely spaced, but not as continuous patches. The 
given area may be represented in more than one plane. This is due to some dithering technique 
used by the publisher while printing the cover page. Hence in order that the next processing 
step (opening) give good results, a smeanng4 with a small threshold of 2 pixels in both the x 
and y diiections is done. This results in a smoothing of the granular portions of the non-text 
regions to a great extent. 

2.3. Morphological opening and region growing 

A distinct feature of text is that the stroke width is quite small and hence it cannot be opened 
with a circular structuring element of a moderate value of radius. After the previous step, a 
picture or any such graphical feature present on the cover page tends to contain local patches of 
uniform regions in each of the image planes. If each frame is independently opened with a cir- 
cular structuring element (rC) of a large enough radius (r)  what is left in that plane after this 
operation should ideally correspond to non-textual regions. The opened image in a plane thus 
contains a subset of seeds that may be grown to capture the non-textual regions. 

A corollary of the assumption that the text substantially differs from its neighboring regions 
in terms of gray values is that the text and its immediate surroundings in any given plane are 
completely disconnected. Now morphological growth of the opened image in each plane is per- 
formed. This is done by repeating the following two operations until it cannot be grown any 
further. The two operations are 

Dilation: The image is dilated with a circle of unit radius (0. This results in an exten- 
sion of the seed region in a plane by a unit distance in all directions. 

r Logical Anding: The dilated image is logically anded at evey pixel with the smeared 
image (0 as discussed in section 2.2. 

The region growing (Ig) can thus be considered as a process of conditional dilation and may 
be mathematically represented as 

where Q represents the dilation operator and o represents the opening. 
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This process would icsult in a growth of the opened segments (considered as seeds here) of 
a particular imngc plane and they will extend to cover most of the non-textual regions in the 
plane. Since the textual regions cannot be opened and they are disconnected from the non- 
textual regions, thcy do not appear in the planes obtained by such a growth. Thus large portions 
of the non-textual regions are identified. 

During quantization, thc transition pixels between any two distinct (as concerning gray val- 
ues) and spatially adjacent regions may often result in thin lines of 'border* pixels that lie in a 
third plane. The aim of our current processing step is to remove, as far as possible, all portions 
of non-text. These 'border' pixels, by virtue of their lying in another plane, are not affected by 
the above processes of opening and region growth. Hence the obtained grown images are di- 
lated by an extra pixel so that they extend by a pixel in all directions. This may, however, cause 
the text regions to shrink by a uniform pixel in all directions. If the strokes in the text are very 
thin, this may induce discontinuity in the textual fonts. 

The regions belonging to non-text as identified in this step are removed from each of the 
planes. 

2.4. Run length smoothing (smearing) 

The run length smoothing algorithm is now used on each of these planes. This results in sets of 
neighboring pieces of text getting connected to be classified as a single connected component. 
If the plane contains isolated points, smoothmg may result in deterioration of the proposed 
method. Hence before smearing, isolated points are removed from each one of the planes. There 
could be some stray non-textual segments in the smeared image, and they need to be removed at 
a later stage (The choice of the run length may be quite crucial for different types of cover 
pages). 

2.5. Block extraction 

Run length smoothening is followed by a 'block' capture. In block capture each connected ob- 
ject is enclosed by the smallest rectangle within which it may fit in. The algorithm works as 
follows 

* Starting from the top left comer of the image, the image is raster scanned from left to 
right. 
On encountering the first pixel that belongs to any object, the connected segment is trav- 
ersed in the clockwise direction along the boundary capturing the minimum and maxi- 
mum coordinates in both X and Y directions. The bounding block is now determined 
from the coordinates. 
Once a bounding block has been determined for an object, the segment is removed and 
the raster scanning is continued till all connected components are captured. 

2.6. Heuristics based segmentation 

Each connected component in the image, specified by a delimiting rectangular block, must now 
be identified whether it is textual or not. Certain heuristics are used to arrive at a conclusion. 
Any block that may constitute text requires a certain amount of width and length. The minimum 
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thresholds for a text block are decided experimentally and any block not meeting these re- 
quirements is discarded. In our experiments, the minimum width was chosen to be 5 plxcls and 
the minimum length to be 50 pixels. 

For any block that passes the above rest, the ralios of lhe numbers ol  objcct pixels within 
each block in a frame before and after smearing, to the size of the block are calculated. Let us 
denote these ratios by 3 and fl respectively, where 

23 =number of object pixels before smearinglblock size 

2 =number of object pixels after smeiuringlblock sizc 

For any block to qualify as a lext block these parameters must satisfy some heuristic conditions, 
i.e, 

Mi71 < B <Mar and 

2 > 6  

Typical values of Min and M u  an: around 0.2 and 0.5, respectivcly. A choice of 6= 0.5 was 
cxpcrimentally found to perform well for most docunlenrs 

Having segmented the planes individually, the various planea with the identified rcgions of 
text, are OR-ed together yiclding the final result. 

FIG. 2. Inpul image of a cassette ewer 
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3. Results and discussion 

The proposed technique is appiied on a large number of cover-page documents to test its per- 
formance. A few of the results are presented here for brevity. 

3.1. Experiments orz cnssetre c ~ ~ e m  

The technique was applied to cassette covers. scanned at 200dpi as  a gray image on a HP scan- 
ner. The obtained results at varlous stages of the processing for a cover are displayed. The input 
gray image of the cassette cover is given in the figure 2. It is readily seen that it contains fonts 
of various styles, sizes and shades. It has logos of the producer and even has text embedded in 
graphics. Thus it is a very complex document for the task of textual segmentation. 

Multi-level quantization results in five levels, they correspond to the gray values 53, 110, 
135, 184 and 219. Three of the planes obtained after multi-level quantization are displayed for 
illustration in figure 3. Note that the dark regions in each plane corresponds to an object. The 
graphics region tends to bc present in a number of planes, while the textual component primar- 
ily shows up in the two planes. For example the text 'ANAND' appears in the plane - c, but an 
outline of it does appear (as discussed in section 2.3) in plane - b. 

The planes results after the morphological opening and region growing step as mentioned 
earlier contains only graphics. A sample result corresponding to the gray level 135 (figure 3b) 
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(c )  FIG 4 Illualra~ion oC the p r u c w  of capturing Ihc non- 
FIG. 3. lll~strilrion of multi-lcvel quantzalmn oC the ~ento.ti region5 ucing rnorphalugicsl opening .mil sulxc- 
docrmenr gmen in figure 2 into a number of planes quenfly region gmwinp. The result corrc>pond\ to rhe 
P i a m  a, b, and c co~rcspond 10 +~y  llewla 110, 135 and procesmg o l f iyue  3b 
219 respectively, 

is displayed in figure 4. The circular stnicturing element used for the purpose of opemng, had a 
radius of 9. 

In figure 5, the final result of textual segmentation is displayed. It is noticed that words likc 
'Abhimaau', 'Anand', 'Aandhi', 'S. D. Burman', 'Culzar', ctc have been captured very wcll 
inspile of their dlastically diffe~ing sizes, thickness arid foul styles. Words like 'Rupam Chitra' 
have been captured but with lesa clarity, this is because after quantization the pixels correspond- 
ing lo these pieces of text split into in more than one plane. The above problem during quanti- 
zation rcsults in the cornpletc loss of some thinly typed words like 'SPHO'. 

It may be noted that some amount of post proccssing is now needed as parts of non-text 
have also been classified as text. A solution to this problem would be to send the segmented 
image to a character recognizer which would discard these as graphics. 

The various parameter5 used In the experiment are: 

Smearing thresholds : In the horizontal direction= 20 pixels, In the vertical direction= 1 
pixel; 



3.2. Experiments on a hook cover 

The Bgure 6 displays the gray image scanned at 100 dpi which was taken up for segmentation. 
The only bit of text lost is the encircled 'R' to the top right of the word 'mouseware'. This is 
due to the fact lhat this piece of text is of extremely small dimensions. The various parameters 
like the rad~us of the structuring element used for opening, smearing thresholds. and the pa- 
mnekrs used in heuristic segmentation are same as those used in the previous case. 

3.3. Bengali book cover 

We now show that the pploposed technique does not depend on the type of linguistic script used 
in the document. The cover page of a Bengali book scanrkcd at 150dpi was chosen. In this case, 
in order to capture the name of the book certain prametrrs had to be changed. This is due toils 
exkemely large font size. The parameters are: 

Radios of structuring element used in opening: 14, 

6= 0.35 (in place of 0.50 used jn the other cases), 
Smearing threshold in the horizontal direction : 30 

Also to remove the dotted pattern at the center, the value of FAun was reduced to 0.40. 'The 
\ d u e  of 0.60 used in the cassette cover is needed only in cases wherc the text fonts are very 
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USERS GUIDE 

(a) (b) 

Flo. 6 .  (a) An example of a cover pdge or a book and (b) the segmented output. 

thick with very little space in between characters as in the word 'AANDHI' of the cassette (see 
figure 2) otherwise the limit of 0.40 on Max is quite adequate. 

The initial gray image is displayed in figure 7. The final segmented output is given in 
figure 8. The results of the segmentation shows clearly that our technique does not depend on 
the nature of the script. It may be further noted that the logo of the 'Ramakrishna Mission' in 
the bottom left comer has also been captured. 

3.4. Handwritten text 

We now illustrate the performance of the proposed scheme on the cover page of a hand written 
document. Figure 9 shows one such document in Bengali, scanned at 150dpi resolution. Since 
the text here is handwritten and is very thin, the values of Min and Mar have been modified to 
give good results. In this case: 

Min = 0.1; Man= 0.3. 

The opening radius was chosen to be 8 (similar to the one chosen in the case of the cassette 
cover). The fmal segmented output is displayed in figure 10. It may he noted that the segmenla- 
tion has left behind apoaion of the graphics, that need to be eliminated through postprocessing. 
The textual regions have been captured very well. Thus the segmentation technique works well 
even in the case of hand-crafted documents. 
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PIG. 7. Input gray image ofa bengallc book cover. Ro. 8 The segmenied text for the document In trgue 7 

R G  9. Exampk a t  a hadcraned coverpage for a B e n  Rr; 10 Resultr of textual sqment,ation of the document 
gali book of versa by an amateur poet. in figure 9. 
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4. Conclusions 

We have presented a method for detecting textual regions in scanned documer~ls or cover pages. 
Such texts arc quite sparse but ~t includcs a wide variahilil~es in tcrms of shape, a i ~ e ,  stylc and 
fonts. The proposed technique has been found to yield good results for a large class of docu- 
ments, and it may prove to be a useful technique while building an autolndted cataloging sys- 
tem. However it does involve quite a bit of heuristics and ~t would be ideal if onc can automatl- 
cdly detennine the values of the va~iour parameters used in this experirncnt from the scanned 
document itself. Current study continues in this direction. 
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